ACROSS
1) Tell just about anybody
5) _-walsy (friendly)
10) Body snatcher's hatchers
14) Of the finest quality
15) Like a debater's skills
17) Feel feverish
19) Not yet used, as resources
20) Perjure oneself
21) Part of many titles
24) "... a little tom-_ sang"
25) Assaulted the nostrils
27) Hearing things?
29) Hindu class
33) Unit of work
34) Poker tokens
36) Hour and minute separator
38) Trip to know a Vail?

43) Bridge support
44) Where to go to win at limbo
46) Historic introduction?
48) Common prayer starter
51) Cold War-era alliance
52) Has to have
54) Geller who messes with minds
56) The feminine side, in Chinese circles
57) Belg. was in it
58) Fighting back
63) Make it to land without a boat
68) One-on-one chats
69) Share a border with
70) Observed in the act
71) Baseball or golf, e.g.
72) "Private Dancer" Turner

DOWN
1) "Cheers" setting
2) Costello of comedy
3) "Barbara ___" (Beach Boys hit)
4) Gentleman caller
5) Kind of license or justice
6) ___ di Mare (fashion label)
7) Arctic Circle inhabitant
8) Dance movement
9) Days gone by
10) Place for an orchestra
11) Pertaining to the eyes
12) Adventurous
13) Aerodynamically designed
16) Nuclear plant units
18) Big boom maker
21) Pulp fiction gumshoe
22) Cries of derision
23) He played Punch
26) Muscle-bone connector
28) Acted maliciously
30) Dolt or dummy
31) Word with "much" or "late"
32) Plumbing pipe with a right angle
35) Kinsman
37) Salad dressing ingredient
39) "The Matrix" hero
40) Lass
41) "Up, up and ___!"
42) Mythical mountain "man"
45) Silver or Howard
46) Hall of Famer Reese
47) Say from memory
49) Handoff recipient
50) Least moist
52) Birds' homes
53) Couch potato's perch
55) Elected ones
59) Gardening supplies
60) Get ready for surgery
61) "Beetle Bailey" poohch
62) Stairway to a river, in India
64) "All the President's ___"
65) Part of a geisha's garb
66) Hosiery mishap
67) Airport posting (abbr.)